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Injury prevention
If you’re sold on running to maintain weight or for other health benefits but are new to it, start slow, 
says Cody Olson, DO, an orthopedic surgeon with the Banner CORE Center for 
Orthopedics.

“An overzealous approach to training can lead to a variety of injuries related to 
over conditioning,” he said.

Stretching is critical, Dr. Olson says. Static stretches (holding a stretch for 30 
seconds or longer) have been downplayed in recent years in favor of a slow 
jog for warm ups. However, the physician does emphasize the importance of 
stretching the calves before and after a run.

“As the most powerful muscle impacting the feet, the calf muscles essentially 
fight against those in the front of the leg when running,” he explained. “If the 
calves are not thoroughly stretched, the muscles in the front of the legs can 
become inflamed, ultimately resulting in shin splints.”

Tight calves and constant cramping are signs a runner needs to stretch more. If 
you develop shin splints, keep stretching and modify training to avoid pain, the 
physician adds.

“Try running on softer surfaces like grass as opposed to asphalt or concrete 
sidewalks,” Dr. Olson offered. “You can also temporarily replace running with 
other lower-impact exercises like bicycling and swimming to give your leg 
muscles a chance to recover.”

Foot friendly
More than 1 billion running shoes are sold each year around the globe. Olson emphasizes the 
importance of finding the right running shoe for a pain-free experience. Shoes should provide comfort, 
support and stability. Tread wears differently between running and walking, too, so reserve running 
shoes for training and others for everyday wear, he said.

To learn more about how the Banner CORE Center for Orthopedics can help you lead an active, 
healthy lifestyle, visit bannercorecenter.com. 
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Running. The subject elicits some strong opinions – from the die-hard who can’t go without to those 

who refuse to see beyond its intense joint-pounding realities. Debate aside, it’s still popular. 

The nonprofit, Running USA, which compiles annual trends and statistics, counted roughly 17 million 

running event finishers in 2015. Even though that’s down from 18.5 million in 2013, it’s safe to say 

there are still millions more who slip through statistical cracks as recreational runners not competing 

in events but pounding out a couple miles a day before or after work.

17 MILLION
RUNNING EVENT FINISHERS IN 2015
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FERVENT DEBATE OVER THE BENEFITS AND RISKS OF RUNNING DOESN’T CHANGE THE FACT THAT 

MILLIONS RUN EVERY DAY. HERE ARE A FEW TIPS TO STAY INJURY FREE
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COLON CANCER RISKS
DROPPED BETWEEN

40% - 70%
BREAST CANCER RISKS

DROPPED BETWEEN

30% - 40%

LOWER PROSTATE
CANCER RISKS

DROPPED BETWEEN

10% - 30%

PAIN & GAIN
Running’s hot and cold relationship with our joints and muscles is well chronicled. 

65%
of all runners endure 

injury in any given year 

50%
of those injuries

will be new 

The remaining 50% are recurrences of old injuries, according to research
from the University of South Florida College of Public Health.

THE AMERICAN HEART ASSOCIATION RECOMMENDS 

15 MILES PER WEEK 
SHOWED LOWER RATES OF DEATH FROM ALZHEIMER’S DISEASE

THE 2016 BERKELEY REPORT CONCLUDED THAT RUNNING 

Stress fractures: tiny cracks in the 
feet, ankles and lower leg bones

Shin splints: front, lower leg pain 
along the shinbone

Achilles tendonitis: pain that comes 
from the back of the leg, near your heel

Plantar fasciitis: simply, heel pain

Ankle sprains: commonly associated 
with trail running or running on uneven 
or unstable surfaces

Dr. Olson highlights the 
following common injuries 
runners may experience: 

ADDITIONALLY, 75 MINUTES OF RUNNING OR VIGOROUS
EXERCISE HELP REDUCE CANCER RISK


